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With the cost-of-living crisis now at the top of just about
everyone’s agenda what role can social housing providers
take in supporting their tenants and residents through it?
For DIN’s first ‘social innovation’ study tour we are going to showcase two brilliant social
innovations from business model to operations to impact.
These models work, the outcomes are life changing and they are scalable across housing
providers wherever you operate.
Come and join us as we go inside and meet the leaders behind FRC Group and
Onward Housing’s social supermarket.

Day One at FRC Group
FRC Group is acknowledged by many business leaders to be the success
story of the social enterprise movement. From its origins as a traditional,
small, volunteer led furniture charity to an £18M turnover business employing
140 people. Join the visit and you will learn:
• How 20 years ago they developed a values-based culture which is the
foundation of much of their success through to the present day.
• How they’ve recruited and how they’ve created the conditions for ‘ordinary
people to do extraordinary things’.
• How they’ve made innovation a part of everyday business and how this has led
to spectacular successes … and spectacular failures … and the lessons learned.
• How they use a ‘family and friends’ bootstrapping approach to raise a million
pounds when they need a million pounds.
• How Covid proved the cliché of ‘What doesn’t kill you, makes you stronger’.
• Hear about how they bought a failing business that was backed by private
equity and doubled its turnover and generated the cash to fund the purchase
price in a year.
• How change happened at a local and system change level
• And yes, how everything they do is geared to end furniture poverty

Day Two at Onward’s Social Supermarket
- The Community Shop

Imagine the challenge resulting from the impact of Covid-19 with
community assets, areas offices now not fully utilised, right in the heart
of the neighbourhood you serve what can you do about this?
Welcome to Onward’s story. From initial concept to opening their first shop,
this was innovation on steroids. Taking the belief that they can tackle food
poverty and food waste whilst at the same time supporting local communities
through a commercial operating model this is as good as it gets.
Onward has a longstanding partnership with Community Shop that combines
the best of what each organisation does, pulling together both organisations to
create social supermarkets that have a real impact in local communities.
Together, Onward and Community Shop have partnered on three stores in
Merseyside. In 2020, Onward opened Community Shop (L4) in its former office
on Walton Road in Liverpool.
Community Shop provides discounted food along with life-changing development
programmes to build confidence, give people purpose and nurture stronger
communities, as well as Community Kitchens that provide hot meals for members.
What makes this partnership unique is that it has seen both organisations combine
their weight and skills to step outside the ordinary and deliver something different
that has had a real impact in the community.
Attendees will:
• Gain an insight into the Community Shop concept and what makes this unique.
• How does the model work and how scalable is it?
• Understand how the partnership developed and
perspectives on effective partnership working.
• Learn how Onward and Community Shop adapted the concept
to provide something genuinely different that has delivered results.
• Develop an understanding of how success was measured,
and the lessons learnt from the process.
• How has it changed the organisations approach
to innovation and community collaboration?

Speakers
Hosted by Ian Wright, CEO and founder of
Disruptive Innovators Network who will make
sure attendees get lots of opportunity to engage
and ask the questions important to them.
• Shaun Doran, CEO, FRC Group
• Collette Williams, Director of People and
Culture, FRC Group
• Claire Donovan, Head of Policy Research &
Campaigns, End Furniture Poverty
• Ian Fyfe, Furnished Tenancy Manager,
Torus Housing
• Bronwen Rapley, Chief Executive, Onward
• Gary Stott, Chair of the Community Shop Group

Timings
Day one at FRC Group
Arrive 12.30pm for 1pm start
Finish 4.45pm
Day two at Onward Community shop
Arrive 9.15am for a 9.30am start
Finish 1pm

Who should attend?
Anyone interested in supporting their tenants and residents navigate the
current cost of living crisis will benefit from hearing these two innovative business
models and the impact they are having. This is equally relevant for Chief Executives
and leadership teams looking at new collaborations or repurposing under used assets,
transformation and community leaders wanting to explore new ways of tackling long
standing problems. Or you just want some purposeful inspiration to bring back into
your organisation.
This will be an exceptional use of 24 hours.
To ensure maximum learning and participation this tour is limited to 16 delegates.

Tour fee
DIN members £349+vat
Social housing providers £449+vat

What does the fee include?
This fee includes attendance on the two-day tour, refreshments and a light
lunch will be provided on both days. It does not include accommodation,
travel between the two sites or meals on the evening.

Confirm your booking
By completing this registration form

www.disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk
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